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This paper proposes a design methodology for the
manufacture of complex, double-curved surfaces
based on the digital reconstruction of traditional
structural and constructive elements of Chiloean
boats. It also suggests a beneficial association between
digital design and CAD CAM for manufacture using
locally crafted construction techniques.
The incorporation of innovated contemporary digital
design and fabrication tools into traditional
construction systems, aims to optimize and
perpetuate traditional artisanal craft construction of
complex shapes developed in the south of Chile.The
importance of this research in budget-restricted
economies, lies in the possibility of applying local
construction and assembly techniques to new
sophisticated designs that may satisfy the country’s
architectural needs. Scale models are used to record
the design process and constructive development
while information flow charts document the design
methodology for the construction of complex
geometries.
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1. DIGITAL DESIGN AND COMPLEX FORM
Geometry can be rethought using computers helping to conceive and
visually represent complex spatial architectural environments. Computeraided design (CAD) software can model and visualize any imaginable
geometrical shape, which opens up new venues for experimentation with
shapes that are a far cry from the Cartesian geometry of straight lines. [1]
Before digital technologies became commonplace in architectural design
and manufacturing processes, some architectural research was based on
formal experiments inspired by the forces of nature. A prototypical example
is represented by the experiments of Heinz Isler with frozen fabrics in the
mid-twentieth century, the purpose being to develop his architecture of
reinforced concrete shells. Another example would be Frei Otto’s research
with soap bubbles, which led him to his tensile structure proposals. [2] A
great amount of time is required to use analogical 3-D models to simulate
complex force relations, besides the difficulty of building them. However,
integrating mathematical algorithms in software eliminates the complications
of physical models.[2] Integrating 3-D modeling and simulation software into
the design process provides the foundation for exploring complex forms
based on digital catenaries.
Nowadays, computers are able to handle any architectural geometry
almost without limitation, whereas construction technologies are restricted
by the laws of physics and material properties. Computer-based design is
producing complex architectural forms and environments that are almost
impossible to conceive using traditional tools of representation. [3] 3D
modeling software is not only helping to conceive these new complex
forms, but is also assisting in the entire manufacturing process. A paradigm
in this new work flow was developed during Mark Burry´s consulting for
Antonio Gaudi´s Sagrada Familia. He has integrated parametric digital design
with traditional stone masonry construction to complete Gaudi`s
emblematic unfinished project. [4]
This research will use complex surfaces digitally designed according to
basic geometry, without focusing the design conception, in order to isolate
the different variables of the form and develop, within the context, technical
and constructive solutions for its materialization.
 Figure 1: Dynamic simulations made
with 3DMax reactor. Digital complex
surface generation
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2.THE ARCHITECTURE AND THE INTEGRATION
OF CONSTRUCTIVE PROCESSES
Throughout history, the relationships between architecture and
construction and ship structural design have evolved to a point of direct
implementation of new and complex solutions that required digital
manufacturing technologies for development. For instance, both Andrea
Palladio, with the Basilica Palladiana of Venice in 1617, and Frank Gerhy, with
his Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao in 1997, used the (at that time) nontraditional constructive processes, manufacturing tools and shipbuilding
experts [5] to make their projects a reality. In both cases, they proposed
complex geometric shapes, little explored in their time.
Whether architecture is elaborated through simple, traditional materials
or through the latest trends in digital design supported by computer-aided
manufacturing processes, it continues to copy, adapt or reinterpret the
structural and constructive solutions implemented throughout history in
ship design and the shipbuilding process.

2.1.The Chiloe boat
Chiloe is a large island located to the south of the city of Puerto Montt, in
the 10th Region of Chile, a place infused in a traditional culture of wood
construction.Wood has been used in all kinds of infrastructure, particularly
boats, stilt houses and churches that are now considered part of UNESCO’s
World Heritage. Because of its geographical characteristic of being an island
close to the mainland, boats have been the main means of transportation.
Construction technologies have therefore developed passed on from
generation to generation.The degree of perfection in their design and
craftsmanship is great. Boat builders have been skillful and creative men who
have developed their craft using simple tools and gained their experience
over the years. [6]
Boats in this area are known for being hand-made, built mainly of wood
and structured around a keel, frames and lining. Although the system is
similar to what is used in other parts of the world, imported somehow
hundreds of years ago, craftsmen in Chiloe have developed certain
characteristics that have made their boats singular and unique.
 Figure 2: Chiloe Nercon’s Church,
wooden houses and boats.
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2.2. Constructive information on boat design
The scale model is the starting point for shipwrights in boat construction.
Scale models are used as a visual guide to simulate possible situations that a
boat will encounter at sea, and to correct shape defects.The model
provides information on how the boat handles at sea. [7] The scale model is
dismantled after inspection and its three-dimensional curves are translated
into 2D representations.The ship plans are divided into three parts, basically
representing, by curves, the transverse, longitudinal and horizontal sections what in architecture will be elevations and the ground plan.The planimetric
information of any boat design is the representation of the two-dimensional
profile sections made to the scale model. [8] The curves traced over the
plan are related to each other (transverse and longitudinal sections that can
be used to represent horizontal sections), but all the information is
important to navigational calculations. Curves define load capacity, speed,
flotation lines, etc. [9]

2.3. Construction and assembly
The construction process begins with the transfer of scaled planimetric
information to real dimensions by the fabrication of 1:1 templates in the
woods.The purpose: to gather the tree branches most similar to them in
shape and size. [6]
The main structural elements are described below:
1. Keel:The keel is the central column around which the rest of the hull
pieces are installed. It is the largest piece.The keel is assembled by
the stem in the front and the stern post in the rear. Both fittings are
reinforced by large, flat wooden pieces. [6]
2. Timbers and beams:Timbers are used to build the transverse
sections of the boat model.They give the hull its curvy shape, and the
covering planks are installed over them.The timbers are not regularly
distributed along the keel: the distance between them varies
according to the complexity of the hull’s curvature or structural
requirements. Other pieces built by sections are the beams, or deck
beams.
3. Other hull pieces require a curving process in order to adapt them
to the ship’s geometry.This process, called “sobado” (“kneading”) is
done by subjecting the piece to softening by steam inside a metal
tank or tube.
4. Rubbing strake:This piece ties the upper end of the timbers to the
beams. It comprises the ship’s edge.
5. Side ducking keel and fender:These two pieces fulfill a secondary
structural function: they tie the timbers along the hull and reinforcing
it as support zones.The fender is the outermost curve in the
horizontal representation. It protects the hull from collisions with
other boats or wharves.
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6. The plating:This is the part of the hull that covers the whole frame.
It withstands wave impacts and water pressure, which is distributed
along the whole structure. It is made out of boards adapted to the
timbers’ curvature. A flexible, water-resistant and rot-proof material
is required because plating planks must withstand torsion warping
and longitudinal and diagonal flexion.This means that the number of
planks must be increased in the front, where they are subject to
greater warping.
 Figure 3: Keel, stem and stern post.
Master Timber. Assembly sequence and
building picture. Strake. Fender. Side
ducking keel. Plating parts picture.

2.4. Digital surface design guided by Chiloean boat building
In the second stage of this research, structural and constructive variables of
Chiloean boats are included to a digitally modeled surface and then that
surface is translated into a physical scale model.The section curves of the
frame parts are drawn to develop the surface scale model, taking into
account that the number of timbers increases in the surface areas where
curves are more exaggerated on the ship.This allows for a greater number
of support points for the covering planks when they are being curved.The
RHINOCEROS computer application and its average slope analysis method
are used to determine the areas with a greater degree of curvature
variation.This tool defines the average curvature that will graphically identify
the zones where the number of pieces must be increased in the structural
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design. According to Lyon (2005), an initial surface analysis is made in order
to gain a better understanding of the characteristics of a curved surface and
the parameters that control it. [8]
 Figure 4: Curvature analysis. Areas
of highest curvature variation. Section
tracing axes.

The results taken from the graphic analysis must be interpreted to control
the timber density, establishing both the quantity and distance between each
section. Longitudinal sections are extracted based on the structural
elements characteristic of boat hulls. Because there is no significant warping
in the Z axis of the surface and its geometry is relatively flat, horizontal
sections extracted from ships are used as vertical and longitudinal sections.
The keel is located in the central area.The strakes tie the ends of the
timbers together.The fender is located between the keel and the strakes,
preventing the buckling of the timbers and tying them together in a
longitudinal direction.
The reconstructed base model is complemented by AUTOCAD-drawn
sectional axes in order to extract the surface section curve.The digital
model is sectioned into 33 transverse cuts at a variable distance and 5
longitudinal cuts.The 38 curves are exported to AUTOCAD, where each of
them is drawn according to the proposed dimensions, thicknesses, scale and
tools to be used in the manufacture. Five joining guides per notch are added
transversely. Longitudinal curves are intersected by 33 lines.The notch joints
are drawn with the pieces’ perpendicular sectional axes. After inspection,
the different parts must be returned to a 2D plan in order to be grouped
into cut sheets.This process is done manually, through flat rotations and
piece movements, in order to assure that each is in the proper order.The
type of material (cardboard), the size of each piece and the cutting tool are
considered for nesting.The data indicate the way that the pieces will be
grouped, the distance between each and to the base’s edges. Any mistake in
a joint location will cause the piece to deform, which will affect the
structure zone and the skin placement. In this case, because of the scale
model’s materiality, the degree of tolerance to this kind of deformation
increases without altering the final form.
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 Figure 5: Assembly sequence.

2.5. Semi-structural skin
In Chiloean boats, wood boards, which form the plating, are part of the
hull’s structural complement. it performs a similar function in the case of
the analog model guided by the ship.This model proposes a cover that
supports the structural function to some degree. Long rectangular (planklike) pieces contributes to the hull’s resistance and diminishes its flexion and
warping capabilities, conditioning the support points.
Ivelic argues that the planks of a ship’s plating are ruled by the drum
theory, which determines the cover planks’ curved shape. In order to
assume a double curvature, they must be cut in a curved shape, according
to how they will warp, in order to adapt to the timber shape. [6]
When warping in order to adapt to the deck surface’s curves, irregular
areas of adjustment occur as a result of the rectangular pieces.They must
be solved through a variable geometry. Pieces are located parallel to the
keel towards each end in order to bring the areas of adjustment to the
edge. In this model, the plating’s irregular areas are moved into the
longitudinal ends close to the strakes.The semi-structural condition of the
plating comes from the large number of timbers (33) and the narrow
distance between each in the curvature’s critical zones. According to this
logic, the greater the distance between the timbers, the thicker the plating
must be. It becomes a resistant lining or structural skin.
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 Figure 6: Skin assembly, initial pieces
and irregular geometry areas.

 Figure 7: Diagram of model 2.0.

3. DIGITAL MANUFACTURE
In the last few decades, some architects have focused on other disciplines to
develop complexly shaped projects using digital design technologies.
Computer-aided design tools are complemented by computer numerical
control (CNC) machines for the construction of complex machines that
would have been hard and highly expensive to build. [3] Computer-assisted
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manufacturing (CAM) and architectural design based on these construction
technologies have brought about a change not just in the conception and
generation of architectural forms, but also in the physical way in which
architectural projects are produced.
Digital 3D renderings of projects with complexly curved surfaces have
been common for years in architectural publications, even though not long
ago pictures of such projects were scarce.The transformation of
information from the 3D model to a 2D representation is partial and
insufficient for the manufacture of complex pieces and subsequent assembly,
which increases the cost of the work and obstructs materialization.
“With the use of digital technologies, it is possible to generate
complex shapes and construct them in a reasonable manner; the
process of describing and constructing a design can be more direct,
because information can now be extracted, exchanged and used with
greater ease and speed.” [5]
The ability to easily design a complexly curved surface requires
manufacturing processes that build unique curved pieces. Manufacturing
machines are generating new research around their capability to strengthen
architecture’s ability to make projects into a reality. [10]

3.1. Digital design and manufacture guided by Chiloean
shipbuilding
A lower surface is added to the previous model by cloning the original
surface and deforming it through Z-axis movements of NURBS control
points.The previous scale models were designed starting from a thin
surface, drawn with a constant thickness, in order to later join the pieces by
notches at the mid-points of their height.The double skin means that the
shape can be more complex, which resolves the ceiling cover in several
ways.

3.2. Curvature analysis and section tracing
A Gaussian and average curvature analyses are performed to determine the
zones with the greatest curvature variation.The temperature graph
provided by the Rhinoceros application is used.
Based on the results of the previous scale model, the number of timbers
is reduced and the longitudinal sections are increased. A multiple of 4 is
established for the distances between the axes.The separation in the
transverse direction goes from 24 to 80 cm while it goes from 64 to 144
cm in the longitudinal direction.Twenty-two sectional lines are drawn for
the timbers and seven for the keel, rubbing strakes, fenders and side ducking
keel.
The nesting vector lines in the CAD format are exported to the
VisualMill CAM application, which is used to enter the manufacturing data.
This application generated the “G” code for the CNC machine.The
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manufacturing information transfer and generation stages start with
recognizing the vector lines, the dimensions of the cutting materials, with
assessing the manufacturing operation in regard to material thicknesses, the
type of milling cutter and its dimensions, the direction of movement, etc.
This information is exported as a G code in order to provide the machine
with the processes and coordinates of each operation according to the
specific model of the CNC machine.
 Figure 8:The CNC manufacturing
sequence.

3.3. Construction and assembly
The pieces are codified in order to facilitate their assembly process. Each
piece is adjusted to the surface by filing the edges and polishing minute
cutting faults. Notch joints are adjusted by testing each to ensure correct
assembly. After that the three pieces that make up the keel are joined.They
are glued with adhesive and the joints are secured by bindings.The keel is
placed over the support points and the opposite-end timbers are
assembled. In order to level the deck during the assembly process, the
heights of the four corners are extracted from the digital model, which
temporarily stabilizes the structure.The rest of the timbers are placed
towards the center of the deck.Their position is verified by each side’s
fenders, checking for proper placement.The strakes, fenders and side keels
are placed after assembling the keel with the timbers.
The model is visually analyzed after its assembly in order to verify joint
and surface differences in the upper face.This determines the strategy to be
developed for the manufacture of the structural skin.
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 Figure 9: Structural sequence
assembly.

3.4. Technical exploration of the skin
In the manufacture of the plating’s structural skin, the previous proposal of
longitudinally placed flat pieces is changed to wooden larch pieces that are
8x350 mm long and 1mm thick.These rectangular pieces are located over
the structure’s surface.The deck plating is assembled with wooden planks.
In the objective of making a skin that contributes to the surface
structure, a diagonal tracing is generated, which increases structural
resistance.
Adjustment zones appear because of the rectangular shape of the skin
pieces that must cover the irregularly curved surface.They must be solved
by pieces of variable shapes and dimensions.
 Figure 10: Imperfections in the
structure joints.

The skin’s second layer is located diagonally opposite to the first.This
position increases structural resistance. Another feature of the outer layer is
that it solves the superficial continuity of the surface topology and
generates a smooth, curved surface due to the smoothening by the first
layer.
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 Figure 11: Structural skin assembly
sequence, first layer smoothening and
irregular areas.

 Figure 12: Diagram of model 3.0.
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3.5. Interdisciplinary translation and data transfer
In the initial stages of the study, preliminary work was done with structural
engineers in order to define the scope of the structural analysis, the
surface’s proposed geometry, manufacturing methods and structural design
preliminary dimensioning.The engineers determined the information
requirements for the calculus analysis. In traditional geometry architectural
projects, the calculation office requests standard 2D architectural
representations (plans, sections, elevation). In this case, due to the
complexity of the surface, the information requested was:
1. The surface structure must be broken down into nodes and bars,
identifying each by a code.
2. The intersection of each must be identified by 4 coordinates, X,Y, Z1
and Z2 (double Z representing the structure’s double skin) for data
extraction purposes. An attribute block is generated in AUTOCAD
to determine the nodes’ coordinates, located over each junction.The
four coordinates and a fifth datum corresponding to the node’s name
are extracted from the block: all are automatically input to a dynamic
table (the table’s dynamics match the position of the selected block
so any movement updates the table’s associated data).
3. Wood properties: Elasticity Module, Poisson coefficient, acceptable
stress, maximum stress, density.
The information was sent in a common numerical data format, such as
EXCEL files.The table was exported to an Excel-compatible format and
sent to the engineer in charge of its analysis.
Cartesian coordinates were entered into the calculus software where
the properties and preliminary measurements of the structure were
determined and specified to generate the analytical model.
 Figure 13-14: Floor plans and
isometric view with nodes and bar
identification. .xl (Excel) format keel
data table. Model generated with CAD
and structural analysis software.
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3.6. Project definitions. Support: geometry and materiality
The shape, dimensions and materiality of the plating supports must be
determined in addition to the information on its double surface.The
temporary support elements of the Chiloean boat manufacturing process
are used as a reference for the plating support design.
The temporary support struts are broken down in two sloped, metal
sections and a metal tensor.The support’s thicknesses and dimensions are
also determined.
The support information is complemented by the surface structure in
order to analyze the full structure.The calculus analysis is developed in the
following stages, complemented by the surface calculations:
1. Static verification of the preliminary dimensions.
2. Structural analysis with unbalanced dead weights.Two 100 kg weights
are located in different parts of the structure, simulating two people
hanging from the cover.
3. Addition of wind variations to the static and unbalanced weights,
which tests the cover’s capacity.
4. Final addition of a snow overload, determining a maximum load of 20
cm.
 Figure 15: Images of the skin and
supports generated by calculus and
design software.
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The structural analysis shows that the structure can be built with the
preliminary dimensions. A constructive solution that will create a monolithic
structure between the frame and the upper and lower layer must be found
for the manufacturing stage. Other details regarding assembly and joining
are part of the real-scale surface development.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The research facilitated identifying the main characteristics of the Chiloean
ship manufacturing process and projecting those characteristics in the field
of architecture for the design and construction of double-cover plating.The
technical comprehension of building a complex form is improved by
combining a traditional construction system with digital manufacturing tools.
The steps to create a double cover plating are as follows:
1. Design and analysis: in this stage, the relationship is between
structural calculus, on-site decisions, types of support and materiality.
Moreover, the data must be generated to translate the information
between disciplines.
2. Manufacturing strategies: material properties and manufacturing
machine specifications are incorporated to the digitally redesigned
model. In this stage, different ways are used to extract data for the
manufacture.The structure crosses the three-dimensional space to a
cut-optimized plane. Design decisions are made on skin development
and they are run on the same analog model. However, it is not
digitally verified because there are no specific tools that connect the
material structural characteristics to the surface geometry in the
virtual model.
3. Manufacture and assembly: prior to the manufacture of each piece,
whether digitally or by hand, each component must be identified by a
code and the planimetric information must be elaborated that will
serve as a guide in the assembly stage.
The digital tools and applications analyzed in this investigation regarding
the skin do not have the parameters that define the cover’s rectangular
wooden pieces, their maximum torsion, flexion, warping properties, etc.The
adjustment areas and the shape of the irregular pieces must be verified
manually on the built model.Therefore, the results may be inadequate or
unexpected.
The analogical and digital construction of physical models facilitated
understanding differences between the design solutions and manufacturing
strategies.With the structure, the transfer of information is smooth and
clear because both are elements cut two-dimensionally. On the other hand,
the skin, the tools and the digital applications analyzed in this research do
not incorporate the parameters that define the rectangular pieces of wood
in the lining, maximum twist, flexion, the properties of deformation, etc.
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4.1. Projections
The future of this research relates to the creation of new tools and/or
digital design instruments that may be of assistance in the development as
well as in the information transfer methods for the manufacture and
assembly of an architectural proposal. A digital application will have to link
the material properties, dimensions verified by a structural analysis, flexibility
of the pieces, among others, to the specifications of the manufacturing
machines.With all these data and surface curvature analyses, different
solutions should be tested until the model is optimized and capable of
generating all the constructive information simply and quickly. Shapes will
thus remain intact and unchanged by efforts at simplification that might
otherwise result in mistakes or results that differ from the original shape.
Another projection for this research is the development of a CNCmanufactured part of the cover on a 1:1 scale.The possibility of warping the
skin pieces can be explored using the fragment built.That data will guide the
digital design in adapting the development of a double-curvature surface
based on Southern Chiloe’s traditional vessels.
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